Research scholar interacts with Banjara tribes family while a survey conducted to know Human development of Banjara tribe.

Research scholar interacts with Dhangar community family while a survey conducted to know Dhangar communities standard of living.
Research scholar hearing the affliction of old women of Dhangar community while a survey.

Research scholar interacting with the people of Dhangar community.
Research scholar interacting with Ghisadi family while a survey conducted to know women development of Ghisadi community.

Research scholar interacting with Gondhali old Men while a survey conducted to know affliction of Gondhali community.
Research scholar interacting with Gopal family while a survey conducted to know their economic condition.

Research scholar interacting with Kolhati family while a survey conducted to know human development of Kolhati community.
Research scholar interacting with Pardhi old man while a survey conducted to know proportion of addiction in Pardhi community.

Research scholar interacting with Pardhi men while a survey conducted to know their means of living.
Research scholar with Rajashtani Banjara people.

Research scholar interacting with Vasudev family while a survey conducted to know human development of Vasudev community.
Research scholar interacting with Vanjari community while a survey conducted to know standard of living of Vanjari community.

Research scholar interacting with Rajput Bhamata community while a survey conducted to know economic condition of Rajput Bhamta community.
Research Scholar with Balkrishna Renke (Chairman, National commission for De-notified, Nomadic and Semi-nomadic Tribes)
Research Scholar with D. Rama (Chairman, Karnataka tanda development corporation).

Research Scholar with Ganpat Rathod (Author on De-notified and Nomadic Tribes)
Research Scholar with Haribhau Rathod (Ex-MLA, Legislative Assembly, Maharashtra State)

Research Scholar with Janabai Girhe (Marankalakar) and K.O. Girhe (Bhatyakar)
Presence of De-notified and Nomadic Tribes in States and UTs